Cooking your Apps
ISTE 2013 Project

Description:
The project's objective is to develop a mobile app to share the learning obtained in the
Class of , such as recipes and techniques practiced in the laboratory.
Schedule of work
Date of working

Theme /
Recipe

Team

Mode

Delivery date

Delivery format
Podcast with iMovie
This project consists in delivering a file created with Garageband (if it only integrates
images) or with iMovie (if it includes videos). It has to include a step-by-step process
of a recipe or a class content procedure including text and voice. If you wish to
integrate audio background, music should voiceless (instrumental). Delivery formats
are: Mov or M4a.
Others requirements to consider are: a presentation should be given at the beginning
of the recipe and the product’s final presentation (dish) or the benefit of the
information, and at the end some additional suggestions.
Step by step illustrated with word
Students have to develop a Word file with the description of the process of preparing
the recipe or activity seen in class, describing each step and illustrating them with
images.
Students should integrate at the beginning an introduction of the recipe, its usefulness
and the product’s final presentation (dish) or the benefit of the information and at the
end some additional suggestions.

Aspects to evaluate of the activity:
Category
Points
Clear procedure drafting
5
Culinary technique (indicate and demonstrate which one it is,
5
and show how to apply it in the preparation of the dish)
Neatness (while cooking and personal presentation)
5
Use of images that clearly demonstrate the process
10
Properly integrated audio (voice must be heard perfectly
10
without background noise).
Order in the presentation of information (follow the procedure)
Introduction to the theme
5
Demonstration of the ingredients (Mise en place).
15
Detail of the process
25
Presentation of the dish (in two different presentations).
10
Suggestions and / or final comments.
10
Total

Obtained

Important: Projects that do not fulfill established guidelines will not be received. The
project that has misspelling words or does not meet the quality standards will be
returned so to be corrected and delivered the following week with a grade penalty.

